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Executive Summary 

Given that the market is at a major cross roads, this is one of the most comprehensive studies we’ve ever published. 

Enjoy. We have looked at almost any chart imaginable. To make sure we get the weight of the evidence as correct 

as possible. While the daily TI charts look long and strong, wanting to see higher highs, price stalled right at key Fib-

retracement levels on many indices, as well as key trendline resistance. The broader indices such as NYA and WLSH 

have rallied the most, whereas tech, NAZ and NDX are seriously lagging. 

 

The many market breadth studies we did tell us that we can expect at least a correction over the coming days, as 

odds of a correction are 80-90% based in historical date. Often these corrections retrace the entire prior up move, 

as strong breadth is mostly recorded during bear markets. Also the VIX and CPCE suggest –at least- a correction is 

forth coming. 

 

We wrote in the 1st paragraph “the market is at a major cross roads” and that is because it could decide to form a 

clean impulse wave up, starting a new uptrend. Given how bullish the daily charts are, as well as the strong market 

breadth readings, which could signal the start of a new uptrend, we must be cognizant of that fact. As such on the 

last page we provide and alternate bullish count: anticipate, monitor, and adjust. A break below SPX1968 going 

forward at any time without price first making higher highs will take this count off the table. 

 

Major b could still continue higher after a smaller correction, without overlapping SPX1968, it would simple mean 

that intermediate c is turning into 5 waves up, not 3: anticipate, monitor, adjust. That would target around SPX2025. 

Given the strong momentum in the charts it’s entirely possible, though once again, market breadth suggest a strong 

turn is about to happen at any time. 
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Elliot wave update: short term 

Last week we predicted a minor b bottom in the SPX1935-1915 zone with an ideal target of SPX1925. Overnight the 

futures then hit SPX1921 and rallied, hard. So hard that on Friday a intra-day high of SPX2010 was reached. We were 

unable to provide a daily update on Thursday, which would have stated that the ending diagonal wave we were 

tracking, was in fact a leading diagonal first wave of a subdiving 5th wave: orange micro 1. This market L O V E S them. 

To make matters worse, yes becaise LDTs are very hard to predict, the following nano wave i of micro 3 (not shown) 

was also a LDT… All perfectly legal, but lacking any clear (none overlapping) impulse structure, which makes tracking 

and anticpating that much more difficult. This market makes it as tuff as it gets… However, using Fib-extensions we 

can see how micro wave 3, 4 and 5 hit perfect Fib-extensions (123.6, 0.618 and between 176.4-200.0%).  

Figure 1. SPX 10min chart: major b topped?  

 

Once the ideal 5th wave extension zone was hit, the market started to decline and overlapped with micro 3, and thus 

this is the start of a new wave. Major c, or is this 5th wave up further subdividing? Why the question? Because, 

remember once wave 3 is and wave 3>1, then wave 5 can do all it wants and extend to infinity… Hence, why a break 

of key price levels then becomes important to see if this 5th wave continues to extend or not. In this case it is the 

(white) minute iv at SPX1969 level. A break below that level means this 5th wave will not extend and this 5-wave up 

wave is over. Can the market then add another 5 waves, up? Yes, IF the decline past SPX1969 is in a 3-wave fashion, 

then the current advance has likely only been minute a of minor c. Not until SPX1932 is breached are we much more 

certain major C is underway. In fact, SPX1810 needs to be breached to be entirely certain from a labeling perspective. 

BUT, that’s just putting labels to waves, which is not the same as trading. That are two different things.  

So let’s take a detailed look at the decline off the SPX 2010 high to see if we can get a first idea of a trend change: 

see next page. 
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We are using the 1min chart of the NAZ (COMPQ) for form. We can clearly count 5 waves down, with an extended 

5th wave. Is thus the top in? Not sure, because as said above, key price levels have not been breached and this could 

simple be an a-wave of an a-b-c correction, which will have an internal 5-3-5 structure. The insert shows the 5min 

SPX chart and we can count the decline a little different, but still as 5-waves down. It’s a start, but no key levels 

overlapped; so we can’t be 100% certain yet. .  

Figure 2. COMPQ 1min chart: 5 wave down off the top, but is it a true change of trend? 
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Market update. 

With the market blasting through all resistance on Tuesday and continuing to grind up in a relentless fashion, it 

stopped right at the 61.8% retrace of the SPX2134-1810 drop, and going just a bit above the c=a extension (blue 

ascending line). We did get an initial A.I. sell signal again, red dotted line, but just like last time, it needs to be 

confirmed with all 3 TIs moving <80. If they don’t then the uptrend continues, and with all TIs currently pointing up, 

just like in October 2015, and with the Bollinger Bands still expanding, the chart today tells us to expect higher prices 

going forward, even if we get a retrace. As usual, all this can change in a day; but we can only work with what the 

charts tells us. Cont’d next page. 

Figure 2. SPX daily TI chart. Price stopped right at important retrace, all TIs pointing up, initial A.I. sell signal. 
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In last week’s update we already stated “hence, the minor a, b count supports this “bullish” TI POV…” Clearly that 

came true and we already compared the charts then with the 2015 advance. We continue to see similarities in the 

TIs (e.g. the purple circles, and black arrows) and if that uptrend serves as any guide, we should see, from that 

perspective at least a retrace soon –Monday, Tuesday- followed by further upside. Again, a drop below SPX1968 will 

mean no further upside in the sense of a higher high. 

Last week the daily DOW TI chart showed less strength than the SPX, and showed negative divergence on the RSI5, 

and a flat MACD histogram, while price hit our ideal target zone as well. Clearly all that changed this week. This is 

why we continue to say “we can only work with what the charts tell us now.” Things can always change! Trying to 

look ahead 2-3 bends in the road, called front running, can therefore be extremely dangerous. Sometimes you are 

right, sometimes not… Let the charts do the talking and follow along. That said, the DOW is forming an ED triangle 

and stopped right at the 61.8% retrace and 100d SMA. Price is above the 20d, 50d, and 150d SMA, but not above 

the 200d SMA, and 50d<100d<200d, with only the 100d>150d. This is not a full blown bullish look (see also Fig x) 

Figure 3. DOW daily chart. Price advance increased in strength. Stopped right at important SMA and Fib-retrace. 
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As said last week, continued research among many indices will provide the required weight of the evidence to 

determine what the next likely move is: it’s all about probabilities and TA can help determine the most likely 

directional move. So let’s start with the TECH sector: NAZ and NDX. Especially the latter has been severely lagging 

this week’s past 3 days with no gains what so ever. It made a slight higher high and closing high Friday, and that’s 

about it. In the process setting up negative divergence on the RSI5 and also here producing an initial A.I. sell signal. 

Again, this can all change on Monday, as the chart’s other TIs do look long and strong, but for now it is what it is. 

Note that on both indices also ED triangles appear to be forming. On the NAZ we also show a possible Elliot wave 

channel in blue, so the EDT is not set in stone. Price needs to drop lower to confirm it. 

Figure 4. COMPQ and NDX daily chart. Price advance not that strong. 
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The WLSH5000 index (the whole market) stopped right at a very important cross roads: where the red descending 

trend line and the high made in 2007 meet: support becomes resistance… A break above will target the orange trend 

line. Please note that also this index is long term making lower highs and lower lows. Shorter term it is making higher 

highs and higher lows. So from a trading perspective the trend is up, from an investing perspective the trend is down. 

Please be aware of these two differences!  

Figure 5. WLSH5000: stopped right at important trend line resistance 
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Also the NYA stopped right at the daily chart’s 61.8% retrace and at the c=a extension on Friday (see insert). The c=a 

relationship could be a 3rd of a 3rd wave high. More about that on pages x-z. The weekly chart is on closing prices and 

the Fib-retracement levels associated with those. These are not the same as the daily lows and highs, but they do a 

very good job to show the general trend and price movements. First we see that the NYA has been in a descending 

(Red) trend channel for almost 2 years now. Price is very close to hitting the upper trend line again: resistance. 2nd 

we see how price hit the (blue) 61.8% retrace, which equates to the 38.2% green retrace. All very normal 

retracements in a bear market, and also very close to the upper red trend line. Please note the similar setup in the 

weekly A.I. between now and Fall last year (purple circles). It would suggest –if the analogy holds- the NYA is to top 

soon (coming week).  

Figure 6: NYA also stopped right at the 61.8% retrace. All TIs still pointing up. Hit the c=a extension. 
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Applying the same charting technique to the weekly S&P500 chart (closing basis) we see a very similar pattern long 

term: lower lows and lower highs. That simple. That’s bearish long term. Until it changes. Also here a similar A.I. 

setup, which however –if the analogy holds- would suggest two more weeks of continued upside, whereas the 

weekly NYA chart suggest only 1 more week. The purple box shows normal price targets for this retrace and that’s 

simple anywhere between SPX1995-2035. Please note that all TIs (longer term) confirmed the lower price low, see 

red line on MACD. Ideally we would like to see such a long term positively diverged to be more confident of a new 

uptrend. In fact, price could move all the way up to SPX2060-2090, upper red trendline, and still be in a long term 

downtrend. However, by then we seriously need to reconsider the bear thesis as well. More on that on pages x-z. 

Figure 7. SPX weekly TI chart. Purple box is ideal target (SPX1995-2035) 
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Last but not least the RUT (Russel 2000, small caps). Please pay no attention to the wave count; it’s a work in 

progress. What matters is that price stalled right at the lower blue trend line and dotted S/R line: what once was 

support may now act as resistance. We can also observe price is in a strong long term down trend and lost ~35% at 

the recent lows. Lower highs and lower lows. It is the same story. It is 5 wave down and 3 waves up. Same story. 

That’s not bullish. (Until it is). Price appears to simple be retesting the level it broke down from. However, a break 

above the S/R and blue trend line targets $1225 (orange boxes). That’s 20% higher from current levels and would 

put most major indices such as the SPX and DOW well into bull territory. As such, please see page 16 for our alternate 

count. Cont’d below. 

Figure 8. Rut weekly chart: lower highs, lower lows. Retesting broken support. 

 

However, we view this breakout as less likely. What is important is the long term trend. Back in December 2015, 

price retraced between 50-62% of the May-September downtrend, and currently price is right back at the 50-62% 

retrace of the 2nd and most recent down trend. Hence, a normal retrace once again, which is actually around a 38.2% 

retrace off the entire move from the May 2015 high to the February low, which is very normal in a bear market. 

What would still be normal as well is a 50-62%. It would bring price back to $1120-$1160 on the RUSSEL2000. That 

is 3.5 to 7.5% above current levels. Given that the RUT has already rallied 15%, while the SPX has rallied 11%, 

translating these possible additional gains to the S&P500 gets us to SPX2050-2110. By then, we would be seriously 

reconsidering the SPX to be in bull market again (See page 16).  
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Market breadth 

SPXMO (McClellan Oscillator of the S&P500) ended the week, again, firmly positive; more stocks are advancing than 

declining: short term bullish. However, negative divergence continues. The latter is also clearly evident in the NDX-

MO. Of course divergence is only divergence till it is not, but if we compare the current NDXMO with that in October 

2015, it looks very toppy. The Summation Index (SI) of the SPXMO (SPXSI) is shown as an insert and it’s almost at 90. 

With the SPXMO still very high, it will reach easily >90. Although only the last 3 years are shown, over the past 10 

years SPXMO readings >90 occurred 11 times. In 5 the market corrected instantly 2 to >50% of the prior advance 

before resuming higher.4 times it dropped significantly below the start of the entire prior up move. 1 time it 

continued higher for another year. 1 time it continued higher first before dropping significantly below the price level 

of where the >90 reading was first reached. Hence, odds favor a (strong) correction –at the least- very soon. 

Figure 9. SPXMO ended this week positive, but has slight negative divergence. NDXMO keeps on diverging. SPX-SI 

reaching extreme overbought levels (~90): pullbacks happen from here (only last 3 years shown) 
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Continuing with the extreme market breadth readings. NYMO reached a whopping 106 on Thursday. However, it 

took 13 days to reach 95, whereas in October 2015 it only took 9 days to reach that level. Hence, albeit the impressive 

reading it took 50% longer to get there. In addition, the insert shows what happened to price over the past 10 years 

once NYMO reached >100. At a minimum we can expect a 0.6% correction (the 2006 reading, which coincides with 

that 1 time the SPXSI reached >90 and the market never corrected), and at the most a 26% correction with averages 

ranging from 4-8% over the next 2-4 weeks. That would bring the S&P back to SPX1960-1840 on average. Regardless, 

what this does tell us is that, and also using the SPXSI analyses, odds strongly favor a reasonable sizable correction 

at the very least.  

Figure 10. NYMO is at EXTREME levels. Insert shows what happened to the market over the past 10 years next 
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Also NAMO (market breadth reading for the NASDAQ) reached extremely high levels this week. Over the past 20 

years, such high readings (>80) happened only in 8 instances. Two of those initiated a new bull market and the 

market rallied for years. Four were during bear markets and the market dropped significantly below the start of prior 

price advance, and in two occasions the market first experienced a significant correction (~50% of the prior up move 

was retraced) before continuing its upward trend. This extreme reading is evidenced by the NYMO study (insert) 

showing the same statistics and outcomes. Hence, and indeed, very strong breadth can be the initiation of a new 

bull market (as such we present this count on pages 16), but more often than not they happen during bear markets. 

Combined with the all the evidence from the previous market breadth studies we can thus conclude that the weight 

of all the evidence favors a strong correction at the least starting at any time soon. The market has simple gone up 

to far too fast. 

Figure 11. NAMO is at EXTREME level: <80. Insert shows same for NYMO: Readings >100 mostly retraced (entirely) 
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Miscellaneous  

Our long term simple moving averages chart (LT-SMA), which takes away the daily noise of price, remains bearish 

albeit having improved: >80% bearish, since price is above several SMAs and some are increasing. The short term 

SMAs chart on the other hand, continues to improve as the SPX keeps going up. To put it simple: the 200d SMA is 

still pointing down, the 50d SMA still pointing down, and the 50d is still below 200d SMA. Price is only above the 20d 

and 50d SMA. All this is still bearish. In a bullish trend price is above the 50d, which is in turn above the 200d and all 

are pointing up. This is NOT the case right now, in fact and as said on page 5: price touched 100d SMA and reversed. 

Thus, the chart tells us we need to treat the current market as in a bearish trend. Once, and when this changes, 

though nobody knows when, are the odds in favor of the bulls. However, and clearly, the ST chart is improving rapidly 

but is still not very bullish as all SMAs are still below the bench mark (dotted) SMA, albeit now half of them pointing 

up and half of them down, and price is right at the bench mark SMA. Hence, yes short term things are improving but 

still a far cry from a bull market looking chart. 

Figure 12. LT-SMA chart remains bearish, but did improve  ST-SMA chart continues to improve, but still not fully 

 this week     bullish yet. Price stalled at dotted bench mark    

 

Below is how a bullish chart looks likes, everything points up. Price > fastest SMAs > slowest SMAs. That simple. 

 

For easy comparison we added below how a bullish chart for each would look like: price above all SMAs, all SMAs 

pointing up including the benchmark SMA, and all SMAs are above this benchmark SMA. Clearly the current charts 

are still (very) bearish. It doesn’t get any simpler than this. Of course, the charts can change at any moment going 

forward, as charts don’t predict the future. But what they tell us now, and we need to listen to that is that long term 

things are still bearish, short term we’re looking up. That’s all there is to it. 
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For over two weeks we’ve successfully forecasted “VIX should move lower”. In fact we forecasted it would hit the 

lower trend line of the ascending trend channel it is in. Law and behold, it did that on Friday: to the T  VIX appears 

be in a bullish EDT, out of which it will explode up over the coming days. A retest of $22-$25 (beginning of the wedge, 

which coincides with 20d SMA and the dotted center line) is most likely. An increasing VIX will mean decreasing 

market prices.  

Shown below the VIX-cart is the $CPCE chart (options only put/call ratio; which at extreme readings is a contrarian 

indicator), and it ended on Thursday at 0.55, and Friday at 0.59: There are now almost only calls in place. Everybody 

is expecting more upside. These low readings over the past 6 months coincide with market tops both short and long 

term. Hence, also here the VIX and CPCE foretell us the odds favor a forthcoming corrections at the least. 

Figure 13. VIX daily chart: hit the lower trend line and reversed. EDT forming. Suggest $22-25 next.  
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Alternate count 

To remain objective, we do need to be cognizant of the idea a new uptrend could have started considering the very 

high market breadth readings, the continued 5 waves up, 3 waves down wave-count, the very bullish looking daily 

TI charts, how price ignored negative divergences, etc. Or as Tom McLellan from McClellan Financial Publications –a 

very well-respected market analyst we follow (so you can benefit from it)- said in his weekend update: "If we are 

indeed replaying early 2009 right now, then we ought to see a prompt turndown starting next week. If that does not 

happen, then a big rethink of everything is in order." Hence, if even “the big boys” say that we need to be cognizant 

of a new uptrend too, we better be. Simple put: we don’t give a s$%t about what anybody else says and thinks the 

market should do. What the market does is what matters and if it is going up, then up it is. The charts tell us all we 

need to know. Pure and simple: anticipate, monitor, adjust. 

Hence, here it goes. The market just finished minor 3 of intermediate iii of Major 1 of Primary V. See Figure 13 for 

the SPY. This is the alternate count. Price topped at SPX2009 for minor 3 and may not break below SPX1968 or this 

count is off the table as then wave 1 and 4 overlap and that is not allowed. Of course one could argue for another 

set of 1st and 2nd waves, but that is simple too much (never seen that before). Once the market starts dropping into 

the SPX1975-1970 zone a serious warning for the bulls is on order. Cont’d below 

Figure 14. Proposed alternate bullish count, IF the market decides to take this route. Break below SPY $196.68 takes 

this count off the table  

 

In this count, once minor 4 is completed, ABOVE SPX1968, intermediate iii will carry the market to SPX2085, then 

intermediate iv down to SPX2000, and intermediate v up to SPX2135 for a double ATH top, possible 2170, depending 

on where iii and iv will top and bottom. That will then conclude major 1. Major 2 should then ideally retrace 50-62% 

off all of major 1. All of Major 1 should take several more weeks to unfold. So it is up to the market to decide if this 

is unfolding or not. The fact that minor 3 stalled at the uncommon 114.2% extension is a first warning signs for the 

bulls. That’s a very uncommon extension. In addition, OEW can still only count 7 waves up; that’s not an impulse. 
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